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The new streamlined and student-friendly Fifth Edition of Election Law: Cases and Materials fully

covers developments in election law in the 2012 election season including; extensive coverage of

Citizens United, super PACs, and other campaign finance developments; emerging issues in voting

rights and redistricting, including coverage of the Texas redistricting and voter identification cases;

and new coverage of issues in judicial elections. It will continue to include perspectives from law and

political science, and is appropriate in both law and political science courses. The extensive

campaign finance coverage makes the book appropriate for a campaign finance seminar as well.

For the first time, an electronic version of the casebook will be available as well.
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I've taught out of this excellent coursebook in recent years and am happy with it. It offers a broad

survey of election law by editors who are thoroughly knowledgeable in the field. They present many

of the relevant cases and authorities in the form of concisely written notes, making the length of the

readings manageable for students and instructors alike. The editorsâ€™ comments on election law

are fairminded, sophisticated, and well documented. Moreover, the bookâ€™s extensive references

to political science literature illuminate many of the empirical realities that underlie the doctrinal

controversies. The editors also publish regular updates in order to keep up with the latest trends in

this rapidly evolving field. The book is especially strong in its coverage of election administration and

the role of money in politics, including bribery and campaign finance regulation. All told, I would

recommend the book highly to any potential instructor who is interested in breaking into the election



law field. And it would make a good research reference for others as well.

I've used this book in my Election Law class, both as a student and now as a law professor. I've

found it extremely thorough in all respects. It accumulates every major piece of scholarship and

case, no small feat, in its pages. It is nicely organized and structure with a natural flow, opening with

the right to vote, carrying through the practical administration of elections, and concluding with

campaign finance issues. My students have found it quite readable. And, best of all, it's about half

the price of a typical legal casebook.

This is one of the best casebooks in election law. It surveys the field broadly and authoritatively. The

cases in it are nicely presented and superbly edited, and the notes following them succinctly

summarize the important debates in the field. This casebook also uniquely devotes five entire

chapters to campaign finance, giving that topic a seriousness and depth that no other publication

can match. Campaign finance is the most important topic in American politics today. It is hard to

imagine anyone ever treating its nuances and complexities as superbly as the authors of this book

do.

I have taught law for almost 15 years, and this is the best casebook I have ever used. Not just the

best Election Law casebook, but the best casebook on any subject. It is exceptionally well

organized, very "teachable", and carefully re-edited for each new edition. Supplements are timely,

and the authors are great about supporting faculty using the book. I highly recommend it.
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